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Welcome Letter from Coastline Orthodontics 
Dear Friend, 

If you're here to find a great northern Florida orthodontic practice for yourself, your child, or another loved one, 
then you’ve come to the right place! At Coastline Orthodontics, we work with our team to provide the same 
individualized care to every patient that we would with our own families. 

Every set of teeth is different, and we strive to ensure that everyone who comes to Coastline Orthodontics for 
treatment leaves again with the confidence that their treatment path is truly the right one for their unique 
needs. Whether you or your loved one are interested in braces, Invisalign, early intervention treatment, surgical 
orthodontics, or any other type of orthodontic procedure, we will help you find the best solution for your smile. 

The authority and expertise that Coastline Orthodontics provides are significant benefits of our practice, but 
what really sets us apart from other North Florida orthodontic offices is our passion for helping people. We 
provide our patients not only with reliable and top-quality orthodontics, but also with exceptional and honest 
care in a friendly, relaxed atmosphere.  

Our vision is to serve our community by changing lives one patient at a time. There is no better reward than 
seeing our patients’ newly transformed smiles! Since 1985, we’ve helped over 30,000 people from all different 
age groups throughout the Jacksonville, Fernandina Beach, and Macclenny, FL, areas transform their smiles, 
and we would love to help you and your family, too! When you’re ready to learn more about your options, we’re 
here for you. 

To further our vision and help you choose the right orthodontist – even if it’s not Coastline Orthodontics – we 
put this report together, “The Top 10 Things You Should Know Before Choosing Your Orthodontist.” We hope 
you find it to be informative and helpful as you begin your exciting journey toward your ideal, healthy smile. 

Sincerely, 

 

P.S. When you’re ready, we urge you to schedule your complimentary Coastline Orthodontics Smile 
Assessment. This new-patient assessment includes an office tour, a complete orthodontic exam, digital x-rays, 
and a comprehensive, educational consultation with one of our top-rated orthodontists. During you free 
consultation, we will review all available treatment options and answer all your questions. We have made this 
no-obligation assessment, valued at $250, available to you for free, so you can have a chance to decide for 
yourself whether we are the right fit for you. To schedule your appointment, call us at (904)751-6030 or visit 
our website at www.CoastlineOrthodontics.com.  

Dr. Rodeffer
Dr. Garner
Dr. Minor
Dr. Mokris
Dr. Lipkin

http://www.coastlineorthodontics.com/
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DO THEY HAVE EXTENSIVE 
EXPERIENCE? 

When it comes to the health and aesthetics of your smile, having experience is key. Some questions to ask 
potential orthodontists include how long they have been practicing, how many patients they have helped, and 
whether their experience includes providing a variety of treatments instead of simply the same one over and 
over. You should also ask your potential orthodontists how they stay up to date on current advancements in the 
field. 

At Coastline Orthodontics, our expert orthodontists have treated over 30,000 smiles since 1985. Our 
experience also covers a wide variety of treatments, including braces, Invisalign, accelerated treatment, early 
orthodontic intervention, and treatments for both children and adults.  

In addition, every doctor at Coastline Orthodontics regularly attends seminars at the local and national levels. 
This helps us ensure that the technology and techniques used at Coastline Orthodontics are among the most 
effective and comfortable treatments available today. With our extensive experience and knowledge, you can 
feel confident that our treatment recommendation is the one that is best suited for your individual needs. 

  

NUMBER 
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DO THEY OFFER A FREE, NO-
OBLIGATION CONSULTATION? 

Many orthodontists offer new patients a complimentary examination and consultation, so you and your family 
can get expert advice about treatment needs, options, and timing before making this important investment. 
The orthodontist should also include digital x-rays during the first exam at no charge, and you should never feel 
under obligation to proceed with treatment if you aren’t 100% comfortable with the treatment recommendation 
or the orthodontic office itself. 

During your first exam, make sure all your questions are being answered and your concerns addressed. You 
should be educated thoroughly about all your treatment options. If an orthodontist only recommends one 
treatment, they should be able to explain why that is the only option – and their answer shouldn’t simply be 
because a treatment isn’t available at their office. 

At our office, you can take advantage of our complimentary, no-obligation Coastline Orthodontics Smile 
Assessment package, which includes an office tour, a complete orthodontic exam, digital x-rays, and a 
comprehensive, educational consultation with your orthodontist – all free! If you are interested in additional 
options such as Invisalign or accelerated braces treatment, your orthodontist will also educate you fully on your 
options and help you to choose the best treatment for your unique needs. Our goal is to ensure your comfort 
with and confidence in any treatment we recommend. 

  

NUMBER 
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DO THEY USE A CONSULTATIVE 
APPROACH? 

Sometimes when patients visit their healthcare provider, the doctor simply dictates to them what the treatment 
will be. This should not be your experience when you visit your orthodontist for braces, Invisalign, early 
intervention, or any other orthodontic treatments. During your initial exam and consultation with a new 
orthodontist, you should feel free to ask any question without being rushed through the process. In addition, 
your orthodontist should be able to provide you with a variety of treatment options to choose from – and if 
there is only one available treatment, your provider should be able to explain the medical reason for that 
limitation. If you leave a new orthodontist’s office with any lingering questions or doubts, then take the time to 
see another orthodontist for a second opinion. 

At our North Florida orthodontic offices, our doctors believe in taking a consultative approach with every 
patient. During your complimentary Coastline Orthodontics Smile Assessment and throughout the rest of your 
or your loved one’s orthodontic treatment, your orthodontist will take the time to educate you on your treatment 
options, and then you will work together to choose the best path for your individual needs and wishes. At 
Coastline Orthodontics, we want you to feel confident that the treatment you and your doctor decide upon is 
truly the best option for you. 

  

NUMBER 
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DO THEY TREAT YOU LIKE 
FAMILY?  

If you ask whether a potential orthodontics office will treat you or your loved one like family, what you’re really 
considering is the degree to which an orthodontist and his or her team will have your best interests in mind 
throughout your orthodontic evaluation and treatment. Will the orthodontist ensure that an examination is 
thorough enough to properly inform any potential recommendations? Will the orthodontist be willing to tell you 
honestly when treatment isn’t necessary? Will your or your child’s physical and emotional comfort be taken into 
consideration throughout the course of treatment? These are the factors that you would be able to count on 
with a close family member, and you should be able to count on them with your orthodontist, as well. 

At Coastline Orthodontics, we provide thorough and attentive diagnostics and treatment care from the moment 
you walk through our doors. Your comfort and health are our top priority, and we will always be available for any 
questions or concerns that may arise throughout your treatment with us. In short, we treat every patient like we 
would a member of our own family.  

  

NUMBER 
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ARE THEY RECOMMENDED BY 

DENTISTS? 

When local dentists in the area recommend a particular orthodontist over all others, they are staking their own 

reputations on that recommendation. That is why a recommendation by dentists is one of the highest 

accolades an orthodontic office can receive. When you are looking for an orthodontist, therefore, take the time 

to find out whether an orthodontic office gets many referrals from local dentists. 

Our orthodontists at Coastline Orthodontics frequently meet new patients who have been referred by their 

family dentists. Our reputation for quality treatment, state-of-the-art technology, and a friendly, welcoming 

atmosphere has made Coastline Orthodontics an easy choice for dentist referrals. 

  

NUMBER 
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DO THEY UTILIZE ADVANCED 

TECHNOLOGY? 

Technology plays an important role in orthodontics and is essential for diagnostics, efficient treatment, number 

of visits, comfort, and accuracy. Incredible advances have been made in the last 20 years, which is why it’s 

important to find out whether your potential orthodontist uses the latest technology for their patients’ benefit. 

Here at Coastline Orthodontics, we use the latest technology throughout your treatment process, starting with 

your initial diagnostic appointment. From extremely accurate imaging to accelerated orthodontic treatment, our 

technology helps make the experience faster, easier, and even fun! Here are just a few examples of the 

technology available at all our North Florida offices: 

 3D Digital X-Rays and Impressions with iTero – The iTero digital scanner replaces two older diagnostic 

methods in a single step! Say goodbye to the higher radiation exposure of older x-rays, and enjoy the 

convenience and comfort of instantaneous digital impressions.  

 Discreet Teeth Straightening with Invisalign – The revolutionary development of Invisalign clear aligners 

has made it easy to straighten your teeth without disrupting your lifestyle.  

 Accelerated Braces Treatment with AcceleDent – AcceleDent provides an easy-to-use, non-invasive way 

to speed up treatment by up to 50%, and it works with both braces and Invisalign appliances.  
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DO THEY OFFER SAME-DAY 

APPOINTMENTS? 

Some orthodontic offices make you wait weeks or even months before you can be seen for your initial 

appointment. When you make the decision to explore your orthodontic treatment options, having to wait that 

long can be a hassle. The time you must wait for your first appointment can also be an indication of how 

available your doctor will be if any problems or emergencies arise during your or your loved one’s treatment. 

Avoid all these issues by opting for an orthodontic office with an accessible schedule and reasonable wait times 

for appointments. 

Coastline Orthodontics is pleased to be able to offer same-day appointments for new patients. That’s right – if 

you wish, you can be seen for an evaluation on the same day that you call us! In addition, we also provide the 

option to begin treatment on the same day as your initial evaluation. By offering same-day appointments, we 

put your scheduling needs ahead of our own – and by offering same-day treatment starts, we save you money 

by eliminating the cost of a second appointment! 
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DO THEY OFFER A FAMILY 
DISCOUNT? 

Crooked teeth can be hereditary, so there are times when multiple people from the same family would like to 
undergo orthodontic treatment. To help families who have multiple members needing treatment, some 
orthodontists offer family discount programs. Unfortunately, not everyone does, but it certainly helps when 
there are three or four people in one family who all need braces. If you have more than one member in your 
family who plans to be evaluated by an orthodontist in the next few years, then asking whether an orthodontic 
office offers family discounts can be a great way of planning for the future. 

At Coastline Orthodontics, we understand how costs can build up quickly when more than one member of the 
family needs orthodontic treatment. In our effort to provide affordable orthodontic care for every member of 
your family, we offer a 5% family discount for multiple family members having treatment. 

 

  

NUMBER 
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DO THEY OFFER EMERGENCY 

APPOINTMENTS? 

Orthodontic emergencies are rare, but there are times when they can arise. If you or your loved one 

experiences a problem during treatment, you want your orthodontic office to be there for you – especially if your 

orthodontic appliance is causing discomfort. Ask your potential orthodontist how long it typically takes to be 

seen when an emergency arises. You might also ask how long it takes to be seen for non-emergency problems, 

such as broken brackets on your braces. After all, the longer you must wait to fix a broken bracket, the longer 

your overall treatment will end up taking! 

At Coastline Orthodontics, we keep appointment slots open in our schedule for emergency appointments. That 

means that if you ever experience a problem with your orthodontic treatment, you can rest assured that we will 

be able to get you into our office quickly to start working on a solution. 
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ARE RETAINERS INCLUDED WITH 

THE COST OF TREATMENT? 

Every orthodontic office has its own fee schedule, and doctors often charge differently for certain procedures. If 

you are pursuing braces or Invisalign treatment to straighten your teeth, always make sure your contract clearly 

states ALL expenses for your treatment before it begins. It is important to know exactly what you will be paying, 

and exactly what it covers. 

It is common to find out about retainer fees towards the end of your treatment. Since you are reading this 

report, you now know to ask your orthodontist about what a retainer will cost when your treatment is finished. 

At Coastline Orthodontics, we want you to maintain your newly straightened smile for years to come. That’s why 

we include your retainer with your braces or Invisalign treatment at no additional cost to you! 
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BONUS: DO THEY PROVIDE 
FLEXIBLE PAYMENT OPTIONS? 

 

 

 

 

  

NUMBER 

11 
 

This report was only supposed to include 10 crucial questions to consider when looking for an orthodontist, but 
affordability is so important that we’ve included this section as a bonus. 

A common concern for many patients is how or whether they can afford the orthodontic care they need. In some 
cases, people don’t have insurance and need to find a good payment plan option. Not all orthodontic practices 
offer the same types of payment plans, so this is another aspect where a phone call would be beneficial so you 
can get all your questions answered. Ask an orthodontic office what insurances they accept, and whether they 
offer flexible payment options to help with any remaining treatment balance. 

At Coastline Orthodontics, we know cost can be a big issue when it comes to braces and orthodontic treatment. 
To help with this, we offer low- and zero-interest monthly payments plans. We also offer a 5% courtesy (after 
insurance) for those that prefer to pay their estimated portion in full the day they start their orthodontic treat-
ment. By doing this, we help to make braces and orthodontic treatment easy and affordable for you or your loved 
one to obtain. 

To learn more about our flexible payment options, feel free 
to call our office at (904)751-6030. We will be happy 
to answer any of your questions! 
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Closing Letter from the Doctors of  
Coastline Orthodontics 
Dear Friend, 

We hope this report was informative! If you’ve already seen another orthodontist, we encourage you to 
follow up with them with any new questions or concerns based on what you’ve learned today. 
Additionally, we invite you to take advantage of our complimentary Coastline Orthodontics Smile 
Assessment – whether it’s for your first consultation or for a second opinion. 

At Coastline Orthodontics, we understand that there is much to consider when choosing an 
orthodontist. In fact, we’re sure we could have doubled the length of this report! We are confident, 
though, that the information you have now will help you choose the right orthodontist for your needs. 
More importantly, please know that we and our staff are available to answer your questions and help 
you find the best options for you and your loved ones. 

If you have any questions for us or our team at Coastline Orthodontics, feel free to call us at (904)751-
6030. We will be glad to answer any questions you may have. 

Sincerely, 

 

P.S. When you are ready, call (904)751-6030 to schedule your complimentary Coastline Orthodontics 
Smile Assessment, which includes an office tour, a complete orthodontic exam, digital x-rays, and a 
comprehensive, educational consultation with one of our top-rated orthodontists – a $250 value, 
yours free!  

Dr. Rodeffer
Dr. Garner
Dr. Minor
Dr. Mokris
Dr. Lipkin
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